In this note we give interim recommendations on how to evaluate LHC cross sections for (neutral) Higgs production and Higgs branching ratios in the general (CPconserving) Two-Higgs-Doublet Model (2HDM). The current status of available higherorder corrections to Higgs production and decay in this model is discussed, and the existing public codes implementing these calculations are described. Numerical results are presented for a set of reference scenarios, demonstrating the very good agreement between the results obtained using different programs.
Introduction
The Two-Higgs-Doublet Model (2HDM) is one of the simplest extensions of the Standard Model (SM) Higgs sector. It can be useful both as a theoretical tool to explore the phenomenology of an extended Higgs sector, and to interpret experimental results from searches for additional Higgs bosons. A comprehensive review of this model is given in Ref. [1] . The existence of a Higgs boson with mass around M H = 125 GeV and couplings compatible with the SM predictions already leads to severe restrictions of the 2HDM parameter space.
Precise analyses of the experimental data on the basis of the 2HDM require solid predictions of the relevant observables in this model. Two of the most important ones are the production cross sections and the branching ratios of the Higgs bosons. In this note, we provide a brief overview of the theory status of these quantities. We describe the available radiative corrections, and the most convenient tools that allow one to obtain numerical predictions for specific sets of 2HDM parameters. We also comment on current theoretical short-comings and open issues. The results are summarized in the form of interim recommendations for the evaluation of Higgs production cross sections and branching ratios in the 2HDM that represent-to the best of our knowledge-the current best practice based on available tools.
Theory recommendations 2.1 Cross sections

Higgs production in the Standard Model
The dominant production cross section for Higgs bosons in the Standard Model is gluon fusion. The coupling of the gluons to the Higgs boson is mediated predominantly by a top quark loop, while loops from other quarks are suppressed by their Yukawa couplings. The effect of bottom quark loops amounts to about −6%, charm quark loops reach about −1%. QCD corrections to the gluon fusion cross section are large, reaching more than a factor of two at NNLO QCD [2] [3] [4] . While the NLO QCD corrections can be calculated for general quark mass [5] [6] [7] , the NNLO terms are available only in the heavy-top approximation. The validity of this approximation has been checked to be better than 1% for Higgs masses below 300 GeV [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Various effects beyond fixed order perturbative corrections have been studied, but they are not included in SusHi [13] or HIGLU [14] (see below). They include soft gluon re-summation [15, 16] (which, as has been argued, can be accounted for by choosing the renormalization/factorization scale to µ = M H /2 [17] ), and partial or approximate N 3 LO results [16, 18, 19] .
Electroweak corrections are also known [20] [21] [22] [23] , and a calculation of the mixed electroweak/QCD effects [17] -albeit in the unphysical limit M W > M H -suggests that they approximately factorize from the QCD effects, since the latter are dominated by soft-gluon radiation.
Higgs production in the 2HDM
The calculation of the gluon fusion cross section for scalar Higgs bosons in the 2HDM differs from the SM only by the Higgs couplings. Therefore the QCD corrections in the 2HDM can be obtained quite trivially by separately rescaling the SM expressions for the top-and bottom-loop induced amplitudes. Note, however, that the bottom-loop contribution can be enhanced in the 2HDM. Since NNLO corrections are only known for the top-loop contribution, the accuracy of the prediction decreases with increasing values of the ratio g b /g t , where g q is the Hqq coupling. An analogous procedure can be applied for the pseudoscalar Higgs boson if the individual scalar amplitudes are replaced by the corresponding pseudoscalar ones.
Note also that electroweak effects are only fully available in the SM. However, the electroweak corrections involving light quarks (i.e. all but the top quark) are known separately [23] ; since they are proportional to the V V H coupling, where V ∈ {W, Z}, they can also be rescaled quite easily from the SM to the 2HDM. They do not contribute to pseudoscalar Higgs boson production, since the pseudoscalar does not couple to W, Z bosons at tree level.
If the ratio g b /g t is sizable, another production mechanism comes into play, namely associated φbb (φ = h, H, A) production [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Its fully inclusive cross section can be calculated through NNLO in the 5-flavor scheme (5FS) [30] , which effectively corresponds to the process bb → φ. The corresponding 4-flavor-scheme (4FS) numbers can be generated by using the grids for the corresponding MSSM cross sections [31] and inserting the appropriate factors for the bottom Yukawa couplings. Both calculations can finally be merged by using the Santander matching [32] .
The invalidity of global K-factors
As described in Section 2.1.2, the result for the gluon fusion cross section gg → φ, where φ represents both the light h and the heavy H CP-even Higgs boson of the 2HDM, can be obtained by replacing the Yukawa couplings in the SM amplitude by their 2HDM values. One may wonder whether it is sufficient for the inclusive Higgs boson production cross section to apply this rescaling only at LO and take the QCD corrections into account as an overall factor:
where σ LO SM = σ LO tt + σ LO tb + σ LO bb , with σ tt and σ bb the contributions due to the top and the bottom loop, respectively, and σ tb arising from the top-bottom interference. The coefficients g t,b denote the top and bottom Yukawa couplings, normalized to the SM ones. They depend only on the Higgs mixing angles α and β in general. This approach assumes that the relative QCD corrections are about the same for all three parts. This hypothesis, however, can be checked explicitly by comparing the individual numbers at LO, NLO and NNLO. In Table 1 the results (obtained with HIGLU [14] and cross-checked with SusHi [13] ) are displayed for the LHC at 8 TeV c.m. energy and in Table 2 for 14 TeV. While the pure top-loop contributions exhibit the known large K-factors, this is not the case for the tbinterference nor for the pure bottom loops. The approximation of Eq. (1) is therefore off by up to 50% for cases in which the bottom loops provide the dominant contributions. Note in particular that the QCD corrections to the interference term σ tb are always moderate and can be of either sign. Assuming a "global K-factor" is therefore clearly invalid; instead, the full NLO (NNLO) calculation has to be used in order to obtain reliable results beyond LO. Fortunately, they can easily be obtained with the help of SusHi [13] or HIGLU [14] .
Transverse momentum distribution
Just like the inclusive cross section, the transverse-momentum (p T ) distribution of the SM Higgs boson in gluon fusion is predominantly mediated by top-quark loops, giving rise to the process gg → gH, supplemented by the subleading channels gq → qH and→ gH [33] , see Fig. 1 . However, since the bottom quark contribution amounts to about −6% in the inclusive cross section, we also expect a similar effect on the p T -distribution. At leading order, the bottom quark contribution is only sizable for small p T , while for larger p T values it can safely be neglected. The NLO corrections to the p T -distribution are only known in the heavy-top limit [34] 1 , including subleading terms in the inverse top mass at NLO [36] . Similar to the inclusive cross section, the QCD corrections are large, nearly doubling the rate at finite p T values.
It is well-known that the pure LO and NLO results diverge towards p T → 0. The small p T region thus requires a soft gluon resummation in order to achieve a reliable prediction. This resummation has been performed systematically for the top quark loops in Ref. [37] , neglecting finite top mass effects at NLO. Since soft gluon effects factorize, the top mass effects at small p T are well approximated by the LO mass dependence for small Higgs masses [38] [39] [40] . As long as the top-loop contribution dominates the cross section, the only limiting factor of the NLO+NNLL result as implemented in HqT or HRes [41] is thus the heavy-top approximation of the NLO corrections which affects the small p T range for large Higgs masses and the large p T region.
Recently, bottom quark contributions have been included in the predictions for the resummed p T -distributions [38-40, 42, 43] . It was shown [42, 43] that factorization of the soft gluon effects fails in this case if the resummation scale is chosen to be of the order of the Higgs mass, as it is done for the top-loop contributions.
In Ref. [42] , it was therefore suggested to introduce an additional resummation scale of the order of m b for the terms involving bottom quark loops. Due to the relatively large separation of scales (m b , M H , p T ), certain potentially large logarithms remain, which are still treated perturbatively in this approach. The relative theoretical uncertainty is thus much larger than for the top quark terms. This adds to the fact that the bottom loop contributions can only be included at LO+LL, since the QCD corrections to the p T -distribution are unknown. Due to the small bottom Yukawa coupling, the impact on the overall theoretical uncertainty is rather modest in the SM though. This is in contrast to 2HDM scenarios with a largely enhanced bottom Yukawa coupling. The resulting theoretical uncertainty of the differential cross section dσ/dp T could be of the order of 100% in the whole p T region. Analogously large uncertainties also arise for the shape of the p T distribution, i.e. the normalized differential cross section 1/σ dσ/dp T , since unresummed large logarithms at small p T typically have an impact on the high-p T region due to the unitarity constraint given by the total cross section. For the time being, we recommend the use of the implementation of mass effects in the POWHEG box [39] and MC@NLO [44, 45] for the Higgs p T distributions, since both codes include LO quark mass effects consistently.
Let us now turn to the transverse momentum distribution in associated production of a Higgs boson with bottom quarks. Similar to the inclusive cross section, the p T distribution of the Higgs bosons can also be obtained both in the 4FS and the 5FS [46] . In the 5FS, the NLO prediction (i.e., without resummation) has been calculated in Ref. [47] . Note that in the 5FS the Higgs can be produced at finite p T only when a jet is emitted from the initial state, similar to the situation in gluon fusion. Imposing the restriction that this jet be due to a b-quark, the NLO result was found in Ref. [25, 47] and is implemented in MCFM [48] . Also the case with two final state b quarks was considered there, albeit only at LO in the 5FS. The effect of a p T -, jet-, or b-jet-veto through NNLO was considered in Ref. [49] ; a fully differential Monte Carlo program for bbH production in the 5FS was presented in Ref. [50] . None of these results are applicable for small p T where logarithms spoil the perturbative convergence. The LO+LL resummation of these terms, on the other hand, can be found in Ref. [51] .
In the 4FS calculation, the Higgs boson can be produced at finite p T already at LO. One could attempt to match the NLO 4FS [28, 29] with the 5FS results [25, 47] along the lines of Ref. [32] in order to obtain the most accurate prediction of the Higgs p T distribution. This holds independent of the number of b-tags in the final state: for zero and one b-tag, both 4FS and 5FS results are formally of NLO, for two b-tags, the 5FS result is available only at LO, while the 4FS result is still valid through NLO. Note, however, that even in the latter case, both approaches include partly complementary terms because the arrangement of the perturbative series is different in the 4FS and the 5FS.
Unfortunately, we are not aware of any attempts to match 4FS and 5FS results for the Higgs p T distribution in associated bbH production. Even public tools for the calculation of the general NLO or resummed Higgs p T distribution in either of the two schemes are unavailable to our knowledge. Given sufficient demand from the experimental community, we would expect this to change quite quickly though. Until then, we recommend to contact the authors of the papers referred to in this section in order to obtain predictions for particular sets of parameters, or to resort to tools like MCFM [48] or aMC@NLO [52], for specific purposes.
Branching ratios
The decay widths and branching ratios of the 2HDM Higgs bosons are usually calculated at leading order in the 2HDM parameters. This is the case for both public codes, 2HDMC [53] and HDECAY [54, 55] , which are available to calculate the 2HDM decays. Using tree-level relations to convert between different parametrizations (e.g. physical masses and quartic couplings), the results obtained with input in different bases are formally equivalent. However, unlike the case of the SM with M H = 125 GeV or the MSSM, there is no automatic protection in the 2HDM against arbitrarily large quartic couplings, which may lead to a violation of perturbativity of the couplings and tree-level unitarity. This should be kept in mind when calculating decay widths involving triple-Higgs couplings, such as h → γγ or H → hh. To ensure reasonable theoretical properties of the model, we recommend that positivity of the Higgs potential, perturbativity of the couplings and tree-level unitarity is applied as explicit constraints on the 2HDM scenarios in all analyses.
Higher-order SM electroweak corrections do not factorize from the LO result and cannot be readily included for the 2HDM. There is currently no calculation of the electroweak corrections to the 2HDM Higgs decays available in usable format. We therefore recommend that electroweak corrections are not included in the calculation of 2HDM branching ratios, and in particular that no corrections obtained for the SM are applied. This introduces unavoidable uncertainties, which can be estimated from the size of the known electroweak corrections within the SM to be up to 5-10% for several partial decay widths. Differences of this magnitude compared to the most precise values for the SM are therefore expected even in the decoupling limit.
A consistent comparison of 2HDM predictions in the decoupling limit to SM values furthermore requires that the limit is taken properly so that no residual 2HDM effects are present, e.g. from H ± loop contributions to h → γγ/Zγ. Using the physical Higgs mass basis as an example (see below), SM-like decays for the lightest 2HDM Higgs boson can be achieved by choosing
v, and the value of M 2 12 which makes the hH + H − coupling vanish. Unlike the electroweak corrections, many of the QCD corrections (which typically are numerically significant) do factorize, and can therefore be taken over directly from the corresponding SM or MSSM calculations. For numerically relevant branching ratios, we recommend that QCD corrections are taken into account to the highest degree of accuracy that is practically possible.
Schematically, the widths for the SM-type decays to quark pairs and vector bosons are obtained at leading order from their SM equivalents by rescaling the interaction vertices with the corresponding 2HDM factors. The loop-mediated decay to gluons also proceeds as in the SM, with the appropriate rescaling of the Yukawa couplings. For the remaining decays it is necessary in addition to take 2HDM-specific contributions into account. Even with the restriction to models which respect perturbativity of the couplings and tree-level unitarity, it is not possible toà-priori assume that any of these contributions are small over the 2HDM parameter space. This is true in particular for the decays to vector bosons and Higgs bosons, φ i → φ j V (V = W/Z), or Higgs-to-Higgs-Higgs decays, φ i → φ j φ k , which can both be important when kinematically allowed. The resulting decay patterns could therefore differ substantially from that of a SM-like Higgs boson with the same mass.
We recommend that a full 2HDM calculation of the branching ratios is always performed for each parameter point under study, as can easily be obtained using either 2HDMC [53] or HDECAY [54, 55] . This is important to get both the individual contributions (including higher-order corrections) and the total width (and, therefore, the branching ratios) correct. It is not recommended to rely on any simplified approximations in this respect.
3 Available programs
Comparison of HIGLU and SusHi
The order of the QCD corrections to the gluon fusion cross section implemented in SusHi [13] and HIGLU [14] is identical, although they are evaluated in completely independent and partly quite different ways. They include the full NLO QCD corrections, taking into account all quark mass effects, for the top-, bottom-and charm-loop contributions. NNLO QCD corrections are included only for the top quark by applying the heavy-top limit. Both SusHi and HIGLU allow one to modify the top and bottom Yukawa couplings through the input file. For the SM, both programs also apply the electroweak correction factor, assuming full factorization of the QCD effects.
SusHi also evaluates the cross section for bb → φ (φ ∈ {h, H, A}) through NNLO QCD within the 5-flavor scheme. It also provides a link to 2HDMC which allows for a number of different parametrizations of the 2HDM, immediately passes on the correct values of the Higgs couplings to SusHi, and evaluates the Higgs decay rates. SusHi takes into account electroweak corrections to the 2HDM cross section as induced by light-fermion loops, see Section 2.1.2.
HIGLU is linked to HDECAY thus allowing for a consistent use together with the 2HDM extension of HDECAY.
Comparison of 2HDMC and HDECAY
The C++ code 2HDMC 2HDMC [53] is a public C++ code available for download from HepForge through http: //2hdmc.hepforge.org/. It has been developed from the start as a tool for studies in the (CP-conserving) two-Higgs-doublet model. As such, it contains an implementation of the general form for the 2HDM potential [56] . There are a number of different options available to specify the model parameters, which include: Generic basis Quartic potential couplings: λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 , λ 5 , λ 6 , λ 7 Soft Z 2 -breaking mass: For details on the definitions of these input parameters, see [53] . Note that 2HDMC uses the convention − π 2 ≤ β − α ≤ π 2 , and that the physical basis (with λ 6 = λ 7 = 0) is equivalent to the input used by HDECAY (see below). A model specified using one input can be translated between different parameter bases by 2HDMC.
Independent of the choice of model parametrization, 2HDMC allows the 2HDM Yukawa sector to be specified in the most general way as full (3 × 3) Yukawa matrices using the language of [56] . The case of (softly-broken) Z 2 -symmetric 2HDM types I-IV, as defined in [57] , is also available. These recommendations concern only this class of models.
2HDMC contains functions to test for consistency of the specified model parameters, such as vacuum stability (at the input scale), tree-level unitarity, and perturbativity of the couplings. It can also evaluate one-loop contributions to the oblique electroweak parameters and direct experimental constraints through an interface to the code HiggsBounds [58] . The Higgs decay modes are calculated in 2HDMC using the full 2HDM parametrization and a general Yukawa sector, including tree-level FCNCs in models where they are present.
The Fortran code HDECAY The Fortran code HDECAY [54, 55] has been extended to include the computation of the Higgs boson decay widths in the framework of the 2HDM. The input parameters to be specified in the input file hdecay.in are the mixing angle: α the ratio of the vacuum expectation values: tan β the mass values of the five Higgs bosons:
and a flag specifying the type of the 2HDM. The models type I-IV are implemented. From the input parameters HDECAY calculates the couplings which are needed in the computation of the decay widths. With the appropriate coupling replacements according to the various 2HDM's, the decay widths are the same as for the MSSM Higgs boson decays, which are already included in the program. Only the SUSY particle contributions in the loopmediated decays and the decays into SUSY particles as well as higher order corrections due to SUSY particle loops have been turned off for the 2HDM case.
Decay modes
The implemented decay widths and higher order corrections are specified in the following for both codes, 2HDMC (version 1.6.2) and HDECAY (version 6.00).
Decays into quark pairs: The QCD corrections factorize with respect to the tree-level amplitude and can therefore be taken over from the SM case. For the neutral Higgs decays the fully massive NLO corrections near threshold [59] and the massless O(α 4 s ) corrections far above threshold [60] [61] [62] have been included in HDECAY. They are calculated in terms of the running quark masses and of the running strong coupling constant in order to resum large logarithms. The QCD corrections to the charged Higgs boson decays have been taken from [63] . Note that for the higher order corrections to the decay widths only QCD corrections are taken into account, as the electroweak corrections cannot be adapted from the SM case. For the decays of the heavier neutral Higgs bosons into a top quark pair, in HDECAY off-shell decays below threshold have been implemented as well as for the decays of a charged Higgs boson into a top-bottom quark pair [64] .
In 2HDMC all decays into on-shell light quark pairs are included. Far above the threshold, the dominant QCD corrections for the decays to pairs of strange, charm, and bottom quarks are taken into account by absorbing large logarithms into the running quark masses appearing in the Yukawa couplings at a scale set by the decaying Higgs boson mass [59] . QCD corrections in this limit are included to NNLO, O(α 2 s ) [60] , for the neutral Higgs decays. For the decay to tt, in 2HDMC threshold corrections of O(α s ) are calculated according to [59] , keeping the full dependence on m t . Below threshold, the contributions from the off-shell decay h/H/A → tt ( * ) → tbW − + c.c. are included according to [64] .
The calculations of charged Higgs decays in 2HDMC contain the O(α s ) QCD corrections from [63] , with full mass dependence near threshold for H + → tb. Below threshold, the three-body decay H + → t ( * )b →bbW + + c.c. is included according to [64] .
Decays into gluons: The QCD corrections to the neutral Higgs boson decays into gluons, a loop-induced process already at leading order, can be taken over from the SM, respectively, the MSSM. They have been included up to N 3 LO in HDECAY. While for the SM at NLO the full quark mass dependence [7] is available, for the 2HDM the corrections have been taken into account in the limit of heavy-quark loop particle masses [65] [66] [67] .
As in HDECAY the contributions from all colored fermions are included to one loop in 2HDMC. For the contribution from the top quark loop, O(α 2 s ) NNLO QCD corrections are included in the heavy-top limit [66] .
Decays into photon pairs: The decay to a photon pair is loop-mediated, with the two most important SM contributions being due to the top quark and W boson loops. In the 2HDM, there is also a H + contribution which becomes numerically significant in some cases. The bottom loop becomes relevant for the photonic decay rate in scenarios with enhanced bottom Yukawa couplings. For this decay, a special running quark mass is employed to capture QCD corrections [68] in 2HDMC (the same as used in HDECAY). Explicit corrections to the top quark contribution in the heavy-top limit (neglecting the mass dependence) are included to O(α s ) [69] . In the pseudoscalar case only heavy charged fermion loops contribute.
In HDECAY the neutral Higgs boson decays into a photon pair have been implemented at NLO QCD including the full mass dependence for the quarks [7, 68, 70] .
Decays into Zγ: The loop induced decays of scalar Higgs bosons into Zγ are mediated by W and heavy charged fermion loops, while the pseudoscalar decays proceed only through charged fermion loops. The QCD corrections to the quark loops are numerically small [71] and have not been taken into account in 2HDMC nor in HDECAY.
Decays into massive gauge bosons: The decay widths of the scalar Higgs bosons into massive gauge bosons φ → V ( * ) V ( * ) (V = W, Z) are the same as the SM decay width after replacing the SM Higgs coupling to gauge bosons with the corresponding 2HDM Higgs coupling. The option of double off-shell decays [72] has been included in 2HDMC and HDECAY. The pseudoscalar Higgs boson does not decay into massive gauge bosons at tree level.
Decays into Higgs boson pairs:
The heavier Higgs particles can decay into a pair of lighter Higgs bosons. This is a feature of the 2HDM which does not exist in the SM. Due to more freedom in the mass hierarchies compared to the MSSM case, the following Higgs-to-Higgs decays are possible and have been included in 2HDMC and HDECAY,
In addition the decays into a charged Higgs boson pair are possible,
In both programs all decays are calculated at leading order, retaining the full parameter dependence of the 2HDM for the trilinear couplings. The contributions from final states with an off-shell scalar or pseudoscalar, which can be significant, have been taken into account in HDECAY [64] . It is important to note that the partial width for these decays can grow very large for parameter points that do not respect the requirements of perturbativity and tree-level unitarity.
Decays into a gauge and Higgs boson pair: The Higgs boson decays into a gauge and a Higgs boson [55] , which have been implemented in both programs, including the possibility of off-shell gauge bosons [64] , are given by
They have been implemented at leading order and include the contributions of off-shell W and Z bosons below threshold [64] .
Numerical results
The programs dicussed in these recommendations, SusHi, HIGLU, 2HDMC and HDECAY, all implement the most general (CP-conserving) version of the 2HDM with a softly-broken Z 2 -symmetry, i.e. type I-IV models. In the following we define three reference scenarios of this type in order to compare and discuss differences between the codes for the evaluation of cross sections and decay rates. Please note that these scenarios have been chosen arbitrarily, and should not be interpreted as benchmark scenarios for 2HDM searches. The input parameters for these scenarios are given in Table 3 . For the numerical results presented below we have adopted values for the SM parameters according to Appendix A. Of course, the quoted reference values for the 2HDM cross sections and branching ratios depend sensitively on these parameter settings. the HIGLU result, defined as
Cross sections
We have checked that the agreement between these two programs in all cases is better than 0.1% if the same set of corrections is taken into account. The numerical differences observed in the tables for the CP-even Higgs bosons are due to the electroweak corrections taken into account by SusHi, as described in Section 2.1.2. For the CP-odd Higgs boson, these corrections are absent due to the vanishing AV V coupling at tree level.
The numbers listed in the tables correspond to our recommendations for the central values of the cross section, which are obtained with the central MSTW2008 parton density sets. For gluon fusion, the renormalization and factorization scale is set to µ F = µ R = M φ /2, where φ ∈ {h, H, A}. Theoretical uncertainties should be determined by varying µ F and µ R independently within a factor of two around M φ /2. For bbφ production in the 5FS, we use µ R = M φ and µ F = M φ /4 [27, 30] In addition, the uncertainty due to the undetermined renormalization scheme for the bottom Yukawa coupling should be taken into account. Clearly, its impact on the 2HDM cross section prediction can be much more severe than in the SM, in particular in type II models with large tan β. Consider, for example, the results for reference scenario B at 14 TeV. The total cross sections for the three Higgs bosons can be decomposed as 
where the first and the third number in brackets correspond to the pure top and bottom quark contribution, respectively, and the second number to the interference term. The last term, which is added to the total result, corresponds to the electroweak corrections. For the heavy Higgs bosons H, A the bottom loops provide by far the dominant contribution in scenario B. The associated uncertainties are sizable due to the choice of the bottom mass inside the loops and the bottom Yukawa coupling and should be taken over from the corresponding analyses within the MSSM working group, see [31] . Table 4 : Gluon fusion cross sections for scenario A. Table 5 : Gluon fusion cross sections for scenario B. Table 6 : Gluon fusion cross sections for scenario C.
Tables 7-9 display the cross section for associated bbφ production in the three reference scenarios considered here. They list the total inclusive cross section as obtained in the 5FS, which can be calculated along with the gg → φ cross section with SusHi; in addition, the 4FS result as obtained from the grids of the LHCHXSWG is displayed, see [31] . The third number, labeled "matched" in the table, corresponds to the combined result according to the Santander matching prescription:
where the weight function w ≡ ln(m φ /m b )−2 is chosen such as to account for the excellent agreement of the two predictions at m φ = 100 GeV, i.e., w| m φ =100GeV ≈ 1. We also recommend to follow Ref. [32] in determining the theoretical uncertainties. Table 7 : Associated bbφ cross sections for scenario A. Note that the numbers for the heavy and the CP-odd Higgs are rescaled by a factor 10 4 and 10 3 , respectively. Table 9 : Associated bbφ cross sections for scenario C. Tables 10-12 show numerical results on the branching ratios and partial decay widths (in GeV) for the neutral Higgs bosons in scenarios A-C. In each table, the first two columns show the results obtained with 2HDMC-1.6.2, the next two columns the same quantities computed with HDECAY-6.00, and the final column gives, for each decay, the ratio of calculated widths, Γ 2HDMC /Γ HDECAY . Since the results from comparing 2HDMC and HDECAY are qualitatively very similar for all three scenarios, we discuss Tables 10-12 together.
Branching ratios
For decays calculated at leading order, the relative differences in the partial widths are at the level of 10 −3 (or smaller) for all three neutral Higgs bosons. This includes the decays into lepton pairs, doube off-shell vector bosons, cascade Higgs decays, and mixed Higgs/vector boson final states, which are all in perfect agreement.
For the decays of the lightest Higgs boson, h, the largest relative difference is at the level of 2%, for the decay into cc. Relative differences at the level of 1-2% are also observed for the ss final state, with a smaller deviation (0.8%) in the numerically most important result for h → bb. Similar numbers are found for the decays of the heavier Higgs bosons, H and A, into light quarks. It can be seen that these small differences are generic, and we have verified explicitly that they are due to small differences in the values of the running quark masses (which are evaluated at the scale of the Higgs mass for these decays).
For the phenomenologically important decay h → γγ, the level of agreement is better than 1%, whereas for h → gg the difference corresponds to around 1.3%. The same decays for the heavier Higgs boson show typically slightly larger deviations in the results, at the level of 2-3%. For these loop-induced decays, a residual difference of this magnitude is to be expected due to the different implementation of QCD corrections in the two codes (for details, see above). We have verified that this is indeed the source of the observed differences. One case where the full mass dependence in the QCD corrections becomes important is for the decays H/A → γγ close to, or above, the tt threshold (cf. Scenarios A and C). Here, the full α s corrections (as implemented in HDECAY) lead to a strong enhancement of this decay. However, since the corresponding branching ratios are very small, below 10 −4 , this difference does not affect the total width (and not the branching ratios).
In all three reference scenarios, the calculated total widths of the neutral Higgs bosons agree at the sub-percent level between 2HDMC and HDECAY, which demonstrates consistent results on the 2HDM branching ratios at a sufficient level of precision. Table 12 : Numerical comparison between neutral Higgs branching ratios and decay widths calculated with 2HDMC and HDECAY for reference scenario C.
2HDMC HDECAY
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Conclusions
We have described the current status of theoretical predictions for the gluon fusion and associated bbφ Higgs production processes as well as the Higgs branching ratios within the 2HDM, resulting in an interim recommendation of the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group for the experimental collaborations. The theoretical tools recommended to evaluate these quantities are HIGLU and SusHi for the total inclusive cross sections, and 2HDMC and HDECAY for the decay rates and branching ratios. These programs are publically available from the following URLs:
SusHi: http://sushi.hepforge.org/ 2HDMC:
http://2hdmc.hepforge.org/ HIGLU:
http://people.web.psi.ch/spira/higlu/ HDECAY: http://people.web.psi.ch/spira/hdecay/ Please always use the latest versions of these programs; the results presented in this note have been obtained with 2HDMC-1.6.2, HDECAY-6.00, HIGLU-4.00, and SusHi-1.1.1. Earlier versions of these programs must not be used to obtain viable 2HDM results.
Currently, SusHi and 2HDMC can be linked to each other, and run with a single input file. In addition a similar approach has been adopted for HIGLU and HDECAY which are linked but work with two input files, i.e. the usual input file of HDECAY and an additional one for HIGLU that specifies properties of the production cross sections to be calculated beyond the input values of HDECAY.
As pointed out earlier, these recommendations are based on currently available results which are implemented in public tools. We hope to update them as more advanced calculations or tools become available.
A SM parameters
For the numerical comparisons presented in this note, the following set of SM input parameters has been adopted. The numbers are given in the input style of HDECAY, but the same parameter values were used with 2HDMC. In both codes, 2HDMC and HDECAY, three-loop running of the strong coupling has been used. Matching between the quark flavor thresholds was performed at the pole masses, taking into account threshold corrections to O(α 2 s ). The running quark masses have been computed at one loop in the MS scheme from the input pole masses given above, and running was then performed at three loops with matching at the pole masses. Threshold corrections have not been included for the running quark masses. Note in addition that the W and Z masses correspond to the pole masses in the complex-mass scheme, and that the top and bottom quark masses correspond to the standard choices of the SM input parameters of the LHC Higgs Cross Sections Working Group [73] .
